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The connection between continued fractions and orthogonality which is familiar
for J-fractions and T-fractions is extended to what we call R-fractions of types I
and II. These continued fractions are associated with recurrence relations that
correspond to multipoint rational interpolants. A Favard type theorem is proved
for each type. We then study explicit models which lead to biorthogonal rational
functions. ,( 1995 Academic Press. Inc.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a close connection between the theory of orthogonal polyno
mials and continued fractions. This connection is clearest in the case of the
classical moment problem where orthogonality is with respect to a positive
measure whose Stieltjes transform is represented by a positive definite
J-fraction (see [21, 31]). This connection is known to extend to the quasi
definite case where the measure and the J-fraction are no longer positive
and positive definite, respectively [7, 12]. Another extension is by means
of T-fractions and their connection with the trigonometric moment
problem [20, 2I, 29]. With both types of extensions one has a Favard type
theorem establishing orthogonality with respect to a unique moment func
tional, given the three term recurrence relation satisfied by the polynomials
under consideration. More importantly there is always a spectral
measure( s) associated with these problems and by determining the regions
where the associated continued fraction diverges one can locate the support
of the corresponding spectral measure( s). Furthermore by finding the limits
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to which the associated continued fraction converges one can compute, at
least in theory, the spectral measure( s).

In this paper we shall examine two further natural extensions which,
from a different point of view, are associated with multipoint rational inter
polants or Pade approximants [10, 11,25, 14,28]. We call the new types
of continued fractions "R-fractions." We establish a Favard type theorem
for R-fractions. We also establish the existence of a natural Borel measure
associated with R-fractions. In general we show the existence of rational
biorthogonality with respect to this Borel measure. We demonstrate by
means of examples how our general approach can yield explicit
biorthogonal systems of rational functions and can lead to the evaluation
of some types of beta integrals.

In Section 2 we consider what we call continued fractions of type R/.
Such continued fractions are associated with the polynomial recurrence
relation

Pf/(X)-(X-Cf/)Pf/ l(X)+Af/(x-af/)Pf/ 2(X)=0. (1.1)

In addition to proving a Favard type theorem for R/- fractions in
Section 2, we also establish a biorthogonality relation for rational
functions. Section 2 contains, as an application of our results, a new
evaluation of a q-beta integral of Ramanujan and an alternate derivation
of a biorthogonality relation due to Pastro [26]. Pastro's original proof
involves the aforementioned integral of Ramanujan. It is worth noting
that we obtain both the evaluation of the q-beta integral and the
biorthogonality relation from the same result on Rrfractions. An addi
tional result is the evaluation of the Herglotz transform of the Borel
measure involved.

In Section 3 we consider continued fractions of type R II which are
associated with polynomial recurrence relation

Pf/(x)-(x-Cf/)Pf/_dx)+A.f/(x-a")(x-b,,)P,, 2(X)=0. (1.2)

In Section 3 we follow the same plan as in Section 2. We prove a represen
tation theorem for moment functionaIs associated with ( 1.2) and study the
convergence of the corresponding continued fraction. We also identify
biorthogonal rational functions that arise naturally from the recurrence
relation (1.2).

The letter R in our terminology is used to emphasize that the corre
sponding continued fractions are associated with rational interpolation and
rational biorthogonality.

To illustrate our ideas we include seven examples where we have applied
our general results to concrete situations. We have already mentioned that
in Section 2, we rederive a result of Pastro [26]. In Section 3 we give two
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new systems of biorthogonal rational functions associated with continued
fraction of type RI/' The first is based on the RI/ recurrence relation with
constant coefficients which corresponds to Chebyshev polynomials. The
second uses 2F] contiguous relations and yields a weight function which is
the integrand in the Cauchy beta integral. Section 4 contains two examples
of biorthogonal 4<P, rational functions based on solutions to the
Askey-Wilson three term recurrence relation. The first rederives a system
of biorthogonal rational functions due to AI-Salam and Ismail [I]. The
second turns out to yield special cases of a biorthogonality related to q - 1

Hermite polynomials [18]. Section 5 contains two additional examples
based on a modification of the Askey-Wilson recurrence. The first is new
and unexpected. It provides an integral representation for a 2 rjJ 1 basic
hypergeometric function and a special case of it leads to rational
biorthogonality on [ -I, I] based on the elementary integral

2 .. 1 jl-x2 dx I

; LI (I - 20cx + oc 2)( I - 26x +(n = I - oc6'
(1.3 )

The second, which is originally due to Rahman [27], evaluates a q-beta
integral of the type studied by Askey and Wilson and derives an associated
system of rational functions biorthogonal on [ - I, I]. The biorthogonality
is between a {4 rjJ,} and {(, <P 5} pair. The methodology followed in the
examples combines contiguous relations for hypergeometric or basic hyper
geometric functions with Pincherle's theorem [21, 22]. This methodology
proved fruitful in other types of continued fractions [17, 12, 16, 23, 32, 33].

We shall mostly follow the notation of Gasper and Rahman in [9]. The
shifted factorials and multishifted factorials are

and

(a)o:= 1,
"

(a),,:= IT (a+)-I),
J~I

11 > 0, (1.4 )

k

(([], a 2 , ... , ado:= IT (ail",
j~]

respectively, and a hypergeometric function is

( 1.5)

(1.6)
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The q-shifted and multishifted factorials are similarly defined by

(a; q)o:= I,
n

(a;q)n:= n (l-aqJ-'),
J~I

n > 0, or n = (I), (1.7)

k

(a"a2' "',ak;q)n:= n (aJ;q)w
J~I

(1.8 )

A basic hypergeometric series is

Y (a a ... a 'q) [(_1)nq"("-'),2J'+,-r~n
:= I I' 2' 'r: '1 • - (1.9)

,,~o (b
"

b2, "', b" q)" (q, q)n

Another useful notation is the shorthand notation for a very well-poised
basic series. We shall use

. . (a, .jaq, -.jaq, b, c, d, e,f I)
gW7(a;b,c,d,e,f;z):=g1l7 r:. r:. 'b I, /d ' IJ· q,z .

va, - va, aq/ ,aq/(, aq ,aqle, aql.

(1.10)

The biorthogonality based on (1.3) which we alluded to earlier is

2 f' f· ( . f· 6) ~ d (rxt5)" (q, q; q)" 6
- m X; 0, rx) n(x;:x, v·-·r x=( s: x.) (1- s: 2,,) m.,,'
1! _ 1 :xu, rxu, q " :xuq

(1.1 I)

with max{ l:xl, 161} < I and In is defined by

1 (q-.n,rx6qn,:xeill,rxe-iIIl)
In(x; :X, 15) := 1 2 + 2 4 113 s: ill - ill q, q ,

- :xxrxrxu, q:xe ,qrxe

The functions in (1.12) can be expressed in the simpler form

x =COS O.

( 1.12)

'1 (q;q)n (rxJqn;q)k (_llqkll-k)/2
In(x;rx,6)=1::.. 6' k. 22k· (1.13)

k ~ 0 (q, q h (q, q) '1 - k (:x, q)k I - 2rxq x +:x q

The expression (q; q)n/(q; q)k (q; q)n-k is the Gaussian binomial coefficient.
The functions {/(x; :x, 6)} are biorthogonal with respect to the weight function
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of the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind and may play an impor
tant role in a future theory of biorthogonal rational functions.

2. RrFRACTIONS

We begin this section with a Favard type theorem for the polynomial
recurrence (2.1) below. We then outline how orthogonality may be realized
in terms of the properties of what we will call an R[ type continued
fraction. We also include an example to illustrate this approach.

We first establish a Favard type theorem which is Theorem 2.1. Consider
a system of monic orthogonal polynomials generated by

where

P_1(x):=O, Po(x) := I,
(2.1 )

n = I, 2, ....

The recurrence relation in (2.1) can be renormalized to yield the rational
recurrence relation

with the same initial conditions, namely,

Ro(x) := I, (2.3 )

The renormalization is given explicitly by

R,,(x) :=P,,(x) n (x-a k + I )·

k~1

(2.4 )

THEOREM 2.1. Associated with the recurrence relation (2.1) there is a
linear functional 2! defined on the span of {x k R ll (x)} ::'k~O mapping it into
'it, and normalized by 2![ I ] = ).\ 1= 0, such that the orthogonality relation

O~k<n, (2.5 )

holds. Furthermore the functional values ..'t'[x"] and ..'t'[nz~ I (X-ak+ 1)- J],
n = I, 2, ... , are uniquely determined in terms of the sequences {a" + I ' c",
A" : n = I, 2, ... }.
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Proof Define a linear functional !f whose action on R,,(x) and
x" I R,,(x) is given by

!f[R,,(x)] = !f[x" 'R,,(x)] =0, for n;:;: 1. (2.6)

We first establish (2.5) for I ~k<I1-1. Clearly (2.6) yields

Apply!i' to (2.2) with 11=3 to obtain !i'[xR,(x)] =0. Thus (2.5) holds
for I ~ 11 ~ 3. When 11 > 3, (2.5) follows from (2.2) and (2.6) by induction
over 11. To prove the latter part of the theorem observe that
!f[P1(x)/(x-a2)] =0 implies!f[ I +Pda2)/(x-a2)] =0. Using Y[ I] =A 1

we then obtain

Similarly, from !f[P2(x)/{(X-a2)(x-a,l}] =0 we find

!i'[I/{(x- a2)(x- a3)}] =Ad).2 +a3-a2l/{P2(a 3) Pd a2)}'

We next use Y[xkR,,(x)] for 11 = I, 2 and k <11 to obtain

!f[P2(x)/(x -a2)] = .se[ -).2 + (x - ('2) P 1(x)/(x-a2)]

=!f[x-CI -)'2] =0.

Thus 2[x] = (c I + A2 ) )'1' We now continue by induction on 11. Thus
for each new 11 we use Y[ R" (x)] = ° and we obtain a value for
!i'[l/n%~1 (l-ak + I )] while from !l'[x"-IR,,(x)] =0 and the recurrence
relation (2.2) we evaluate 2[x" - I]. This establishes our theorem.

COROLLARY 2.2. We have

11 ;:;: O. (2.8)

Proof Multiply (2.2) by X"-2, apply 2, and then use the orthogonality
relation (2.5). This yields the two term recurrence relation 2[xn~ I R" _ I (x)] =

A"2[xn -
2Rn _ 2 ]. Taking into account the initial condition 2[1] =,1\ we

establish (2.8) and the proof of the corollary is complete.

Note that when an = 0 for 11;:;: 2 we have a Favard theorem associated
with general T-fractions with all the moments 2"[x"], 11 = 0, ± 1, +2, ...
uniquely determined [15, 20).

Our next result is a representation theorem for the functional !f based on the
properties of a continued fraction represented as an integral transform. Recall
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that the polynomials of the second kind associated with the recurrence rela
tion (2.1 ) are given by

11 ?: 2, (2.9)

with

Qdx) := 1.

The ratio Q,,(::)/P,,(:) is the 11th convergent of the infinite continued
fraction

(2.10)

which we assume becomes a finite fraction when:: = (h, k?: 2. This leads
to the following definition.

DEFINITION. A continued fraction of the type (2.10) will be referred to
as an Rrfraction provided that it terminates when: = a", 11 ?: 2.

We will henceforth assume that R t (:) converges to a function which
vanishes at infinity and whose singularity structure is given by a finite
number of branch cuts and a denumerable number of poles so that

• doc(t)
Rt(::):=J -,

r ::-1
(2.11 )

Here the measure dx(t) and the multiple contour r are taken in the
following generalized sense. In order to accommodate a pole at ::k with
multiplicity nlk and residue R k we would include in the right side of (2.11 )
a term

with a suitably chosen positive E. For a branch cut along a contour r i with
discontinuityx;( t) we would include a term

1 )':X;( t) dt
2ni rr z - t '

We will also assume that the domain

:: r/= rio

'd' =(u r ,) U { ::k : k = 1, 2, ... } - ,
'~l

(2.12)
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where { . } the closure of the set { . }. In other words, we assume that the
continued fraction converges except at the singular points of the function
that it represents.

From Pincherle's theorem [21] we then have the existence of a special
minimal solution X;,minl(z) satisfying the same recurrence relation as Pn(z),
namely

but with the minimality condition

(2.13)

lim X;,minl(z)/Pn(z) =0,
11--+ -f.

Hence the additional representation

z ¢!2i.

We will also assume the normalized asymptotics

(2.14)

1 U'c

R/(z)=-:+ I dnz- n,
n=2

so that fYy lh( 1) = I.
A further technical assumption will be that

Izl---> XJ, (2.15 )

(2.16)

From the viewpoint of multiple point rational interpolants this means
that the sequence of interpolation points associated with R/(z) is
{x, a2 ,x, a"x, ... } with the an's distinct from the singular points of .':.lJ

[28 ].

Remark. Note that R/(z) in (2.10) does not depend on AI, a, while they
occur in (2.14). This seeming dependence on AI' a 1 can be interpreted in
two ways. First, the denominator Al (z -ad x(~:n)(z) is determined
through the recurrence relation (2.13). That is,

Second, in explicit models where the sequences Pn}, {an}, and {x~min)(z)}

have an explicit analytic dependence on n, there are natural choices for )"
aI' and x<m:n)(z). It often turns out that, for these natural values, Al =0.
In these cases (z-a

ll
) x~nu~)(z) is singular at n= I and the product
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A](z-ad XI~n)(z) is indeterrninant. For these cases it is convenient and
correct to define ).] (z - a Jl XI~:n I( z) through

Adz - ad X'~in'(z) := lim A,,(Z - an) X~llll~'(Z).
n~1

This is also true for (2.18). A similar situation occurs for Rwtype fractions
in (3.16) and (3.17).

We now state and prove a representation theorem.

THEOREM 2.3. Consider the three term recurrence relation (2.1) and
assume the representation (2.11), together with conditions (2.12), (2.15), and
(2.16). Then the linear functional of Theorem 2.1 has the representation

2"[f] =f f( t) doc(t).
T

(2.17)

Proof Let AI = 1. Then fIdoc( t) = I = AI' It remains to prove that
fItkRn(t) doc( t) = 0, 0 ~ k < 11. This follows from the lemma below by taking
the z -> ex asymptotics which yields for 0 ~ k < n

Z -I f tkR,,(t) doc(t) = Zk -n-1 AI A2 ... ).,,+] [I + O( I/z)],
I

where we have used the fact that X~in)(z)/[A]XI~:nl(z)] ::::: n;:i Aj as
z-> ex which follows from (2.13)-(2.15).

LEMMA 2.4. Consider the three term recurrence relation (2.1) and assume
that the representation (2.11), together Ivith the conditions (2.12), (2.15), and
(2.16) hold. Then we have

Zkx~min)(z) . =f tkRn(t)doc(t)
) vi.min)(~)n"+] (--a.) . ~-t '.]A_ 1 ... j~I'" J I ...

o~k ~n. (2.18)

Proof The singularities in (2.18) come from the zeros of ). d z - a 1)

Xim~nl(z) and the discontinuities in x~minl(z)/).dz -all XI~:n)(z) across the
contours F j , that is, the same singularities as in (2.14). The singularities
which would seem to appear from the denominator factor n;:]1 (z - aj)
are, without loss of generality, canceled by corresponding zeros of X~minl(z)

(or alternatively poles of AI Xi~:n'(z) if one chooses a different normaliza
tion). In order to justify the right side of (2.18) it remains to compute the
"weight" of the singularity. If A] x(~:n)( Zj) = 0, Xiomin)(z) # 0 then it follows
from (2.12) and (2.1) that x~minl(zj)= Pn(zj) X6min )(Zj) since each side of
this equality satisfies the same recurrence relation and the same initial
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conditions. Thus for a pole at :/ of multiplicity 111/ III (2.18) one has a
residue

as compared with the residue

X'ffiinl(".)m,ir) (-.-a ) (d"'i X1ffiinl)(-ll
o -/ ./ . i l 'I -./ I d:tI11 .- I -./ J

in (2.14). Hence we see that the pole singularities in (2.18) have a residue
with an additional factor :;R,,(::/) as required. The situation is similar for
the absolutely continuous contribution. Thus if L1(X:,I11I11 I(:)/[l, (:-(/1)

X1Il1:nl(::)]) is the discontinuity across a contour passing through the point
: then L1( X;,l11inl(: )'/)'1 (: - a , ) X1m:nl(:)) = P,,(:) L1( x~rnllll(z )/), 1(: - a ,)
X1rn:nl(z)), since each side of this equality again satisfies the same three
term recurrence and the same initial conditions at 11 = - L O. The condition
o~ k ~ 11 is required so that (2.18) has at least O( 1/:) asymptotics and thus
a zero at infinity.

We now illustrate the above theory with an example which is the
q-analog of Jacobi-Laurent polynomials [15]. Although our example
involves a special type of Rrfraction, namely a general T-fraction, we
consider it to be of intrinsic interest.

EXAMPLE 2.1 (l¢J , Functions). From the contiguous relations for 21J1
hypergeometric functions in [17], or by expanding and equa ting coef
ficients of like powers of :, it can be verified that

has solutions

(

0 (1 - bq") )
X,,+I(:)- ::+q1i- (l-aq,,+I) X,,(:)

o (l - q")( 1- abq")
+q1i-: (I -aq"+ 1)( I-aq") X,,_ 1(:) =0 (2.19)

(aq"+1 bq"+1. q)
Xl1)(z):=z'" ' .. '·x A.(I/aq"+l.bq"+l.qa::q'/21 (2.20)

" ( 11 + I b 11 + l. ) 2 Y"l ., , . " .q ,aq ,q,x.

and

(2.21 )
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and a polynomial solution

II

q "i2 (b' q)
P ( -). ,,, A. (_." . I" - .=_ ~).. 2'1'1 q ,aq, q

(aq; q "
"/b; q, ::ql/2/b). (2.22)

The large n asymptotics of these solutions is easily seen to be given by

and

X;,I'(::):::::: ::"(::.ql/2; q)" /(a::.ql/2; q)/,

X~,21(::.1 :::::: q"2( (/2/::.; q) f /( bq 1/2/Z; q) I '

(2.23)

(2.24)

{

, ..(b' a::.
ql

/
2

.... ; q)"qll.- , ,
(aq,::.q 1_; q)I

Pill::):::::: ]"
" (bq-/::., qb; q) f

- (qib, ql/2 ,q)I'

[::.1 < Iqll2

(2.25 )

Thus the minimal solution to the recurrence relation (2.19) is given by

1::.1 < Iqj'/2

1::.1> Iqll/2.
(2.26)

Pincherle's theorem [21] then establishes the continued fraction represen
tation

where

12 ( I - aq) A. I' . b' _ 1/2(l---b) 2'1' d la, q, q ,q, _aq ).

I 2rPi (qib, q; a{/; q, bq l2/::),

1::1 < jqll/2,

1::1> Iql'/2,

(2.27)

with

, (\ - bq" I)
C

II
= _ql'_ ,

(I -aq")
)," = {/i2 (\ - q" - I )( I - abq" -) ) . (2.29 )

(I -aq")( I -aq" II

Recall the Heine transformation [9, (III.l)]

(b, a::.; q) f •

2rPI(a,b;c;q,::)= 2rPl(c/b,::.;a::;q, b). (2.30)
(c, ::; q)"
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From the above transformation we see that the 2 ¢i 1 's on the right side of
(2.27) have singularities at z=q-n-l/2/a and z=bqn+J/2,n=0,1, ....
However, because of the respective conditions Izi < Iqll/2, Izl > Iql 1

i
2 the

right side of (2.27) has no pole singularities if laql < 1 and Ibl < 1. Thus
when laql < 1 and Ibl < 1 we also have the representation

f
:x'(t) dt

RAz)= --,
Itl ~ Iql'i2 z - t

(2.31 )

(2.32)

A calculation using (2.26),(2.30), and the q-Vandermonde nonterminating
sum [9, 11.23] yields

(2.33 )

From our general theory associated with Theorem 2.3 or the general theory
of T-fractions [20] we may then state the following results:

f .t-kPm(t):x'(t)dt=O,
It I ~ Iql'i2

O<k ~m, (2.34)

and

f
(Jm/2( a abq' q)

. Pm (t) :x'(t ) dt = 1 1'?' m,
Itl ~ Iql 1i2 (aq, aq-; q)m

(2.35)

-f t -m- J Pm(t) :x'(t) dt = (1 - aq) q-J/2 (abq, q; q)m. (2.36)
Itl~lql\'2 (I-b) (aq, bq; q)m

We now derive a rational biorthogonality using (2.34) and (2.36). As a first
step we shift the contour of integration in (2.34) and (2.36) to the unit
circle It I = 1 in order to obtain

J
27< -k f b d[) (q, abq; q)m -'

t Pm (t) (a, ,t) lJ = b Uk m'
o (aq, q; q)m .

(2.37 )
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with f( a, b, t) given by

f( b ) =~ (ql/2 t, ql/2It, q, qab; q),

a"t 2n (aql/2t,bq"2It,qa,qb;q)y~'

13

The condition for shifting the contour is that no poles of oc'(t) are crossed
as one goes from ItI = /qll/2 to It I = I. Thus one needs Iq -II + 1/2/ > lal and
Ibq"- II < I, n = I, 2, ..., i.e., lal < Iql- 1/2 and Ibl < 1. The latter two condi
tions are satisfied since we assumed that lal < Iql I and Ibl < I.

We now take the complex conjugate of (2.37) followed by the replace
ments (q,a,b)~(ij,fj,ii) to obtain

J
,2n kQ I f b d't) (q, abq; q)", '

t m ( It) (a, ,t) If = b . Ok""
o (aq, q; q)", .

where Q",(z) is the polynomial

O~k~m, (2.38)

qm/2(a' q)
Q ( ~) _ 'm), ( - '" b' I - '" i. ~ 1/2· )'" "" - b 2'1'1 q ,q, q ,la, q, -q /a.

( q; q)",
(2.39)

From (2.37) and (2.38) we finally obtain the biorthogonality relation

f2n ( Q II f b d(l (q, abq; q)/II ..P /II t) /I ( t) (a, ,t) = b U /II /I'

o (aq, q; q)", .
lal<I,lbl<1.

(2.40)

This biorthogonality had been previously obtained by Pastro [26] using
other methods. In [1] the biorthogonality (2.40) was used to derive a
biorthogonality for 4¢J rational functions. Here we have shown that the
biorthogonality (2.40) is a byproduct of the theory of R, fractions and we
have derived a more general transform given by (2.18); namely, if laql < I,
Ihl < L O~k~ll, then

(2.41 )

where PII(z) is as in (2.22).
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The case:: = k = n = 0 in (2.41) is equivalent to the original q-beta
integral of Ramanujan with which Pastro started [26].

3. Rn-FRACTIONS

The format of Section 2 is repeated here with first a Favard type theorem
and then its realization in terms of the properties of an RJI type continued
fraction. We include an example of a new system of biorthogonal rational
functions. In Section 4 we cast the recent results of [ I, 18] in the language
of R lI fractions and use the theory outlined in this work to give new deriva
tions of these results. We also discover a new set of biorthogonal rational
functions in Section 5.

Consider the system of polynomials {P" (x)} satisfying the recurrence
relation

n ~ I,

(3.1 )

and the additional assumptions

P_ I C·>;) = 0, P,,(a,,+I)i=O,

n >0.

The recurrence relation (3.1) can be renormalized to yield the rational
function recurrence relation

n> I,

(3.2)

with

S,,(x) = P,,(x) IT [(x -ak+I)(X - bk + I)'
k~l

We now come to an analog of Favard's theorem.

(3.3 )

THEOREM 3.5. Given the recursion (3.1) there is a linear functional !fI
defined on the 5pan of the rational functions {xkS,,(xj:O:(k:(n<co},
mapping it into t{; and normalized by !fI[ 1] = No, !f[xS I (x)] = N I

such that the orthogonality relation !fI[xkS,,(x)] =0, O:(k<n, holds.
Furthermore, the values of !fI[n;~l (x-ai+Jl I n~I~1 (x-bj+Jl- ' ] for
m, n = 0, 1, ..., are uniquely determined.
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Proof Define a linear functional Y by requiring it to satisfy Y[ I] =
No, Y[xS 1 (x)] = N 1 , Y[SI (x)] = 0, and Y[S,,(x)] = Y[xS,,(x)] = 0,
11 ~ 2. The recurrence relation (3.2) then yields !t'[ x kS" (x)] = 0, I < k < 11.
From !t'[XSI(X)] = N , and !t'[ SI(X)] =°we obtain !t'[ (x- C 1)/(x-a~)] =
!t'[ (x - C 1 )/(x - b~)] = N 1 and, hence,

With !t'[ I] = No this implies !t'[ (x - a~) -I] = (N1- No)/(a~ - cd and
Y[(x-b~) I]=(NI-No)/(b~-Cl)' If a~#-b~ then a partial fraction
decomposition yields

!t'[(x-a2) l(x-b2)-I]=(a~-b2)-1 !t'[(x-a~)-I-(x-b2) -I]

= (No - N 1 )/T (a 2 - C 1 )( b ~ - C I ) ].

On the other hand, if a2=b2 then !t'[SI(X)] =0 yields !t'[(X-a2)-1 +
(a~ - (1)(x - a2)-'~] = 0, which implies !t'[(x - a2)~] = (a~ - cd ~

(No - N , ). We continue this argument by induction on 11 using Y[xkSII(x)] =
0, O~k<l1, 11~2. Thus for each new 11, n~2 we use Y[S,,(x)]=
!t'[xS,,(x)] =0 to evaluate !t'[rr;\~l (x-aj+d I rrkl1~1 (x-b,+d- J

],

N = 11, M < 11, N < 11, M = 11, and N ~ M = 11.

The next result gives a recursive definition of ..,'f) [ x"S" (x)].

COROLLARY 3.6. Set ..,'fJ[x"S" (x)] = Nn' Then the N,,'s satL~fl' the three
term recurrel1ce relatiol1

N,,- N,,_I +/."N" .. ~ =0, n ~ 2. (3.4)

Proof Multiply the recursion (3.2) by X"-2, apply ..,'f) and make use of
the orthogonality relation !t'[ x kS" (x)] = 0, °~ k < 11. The result is (3.4).

It is because of (3.4) that we need two initial normalizations No and N I'

In Example 3.2, which comes later in this section, we will see that
N,,=K 1K2 "'K"+1 with KI=I/(I-K~). Now Kj=Aj/(l-Kj + 1 ), j~2,

follows from (3.41. Since the continued fraction K,~=~ (AII/l) of the example
converges we find that (3.4) can be realized in practice by having

and

j> I, (3.5 )

(3.6)
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We now come to a representation theorem for Rwfractions. The polyno
mials of the second kind associated with the recursion (3.1) are generated by

Qn(X)-(X-Cn) Qn- dx) +An(x-an)(x-bn) Qn_2(X)=0,

Qo(.') :=0, Q, (x) := 1.

n> I,

(3.7)

The ratio Qn(z)/P,,(z) is the nth convergent (approximant) of the con
tinued fraction

which we assume becomes a finite fraction for Z = ak or z = bk for any k> 1.
This leads to the following definition.

(3.9)Z E C\g:.

DEFINITION. A continued fraction of the type (3.8 )will be referred to as an
Rll-fraction provided that it terminates in the cases z = an and z = bn, n ~ 1.

We will henceforth assume that Rll(z) converges to a function which
vanishes at infinity and whose singularity structure is given by at most a
finite number of branch cuts {rj } ~ and a denumerable number of poles
{Zj} f' so that, in the generalized sense previously explained in Section 2,
the following representation holds:

Rll(z) = t ~(X~t:,

Also, as before, we assume that 91 is minimal so that

(3.10)

and that the set of interpolation points {an,b"};::C~2 (see [28]) is disjoint
from the set of singular points 91; that is,

(3.11)

We will also assume the large z asymptotics

(3.12)

with

(3.13 )

a convergent continued fraction.
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THEOREM 3.7. Consider the three term recurrence relation (3.1) and
assume that the representation (3.9) and the conditions (3.10 )-( 3.13) hold.
Then the linear functional Y of Theorem 3.1 has the integral representation

Y[.f] = tI(I) drx.(t). (3.14 )

Furthermore, the normalization constants of Corollar.\, 3.2 are realized hy
(3.5) and (3.6).

Proof We set No=K 1 . It remains to show that Nt =K 1 -1 and that

o~k <no (3.15 )

This will follow from the large z asymptotics in (3.16) of the lemma below.

LEMMA 3.8. Under the assumptions of' Theorem 3.3 we have the integral
representation

where

O~k~n, Z E iC\9. (3.16 )

(see the remark hefore Theorem 2.3). In (3.16) X:,mm \z) denotes the minimal
solution to the recurrence relation (3.1).

Proof Here again we invoke Pincherle theorem and establish the
representation

X6min )(Z) drx.(t)

I,dz - al)(z - htl XI~:n)(z) = t Z - t

The asymptotic relationship (3.12) gives

zEiC\9. (3.17)

(3.18)
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The three term recurrence relation then implies

say, with K 2 :=( 1- I/K 1 ) and

fl~2.

This establishes the large::: asymptotics on the left of (3.16) as

(3.19)

with N" = K 1K 2 ••• K" + 1 and the /,'s are given by (3.5). To establish the
equality (3.16) we follow the same procedure as in Lemma 2.4. This means
that the singularities of (3.16) and (3.17) are the same but (3.16) has the
additional weight factor t k S,,(t), k ~ fl.

Note that the large::: asymptotics of (3.16) yields

J tkS,,(t) dx(t):::: :::k-"N",
r

The choice k = fl = 1 yields N I = K I K 2 = /, I - 1 but the remaining choices
give the orthogonality relations JrtkS" (t) drx.( t) = 0, 0 ~ k < fl, as required
by Theorem 3.3.

EXAMPLE 3.1 (Chebyshev polynomials of type R JI). This case with con
stant coefficients is given in [24] with some misprints which are corrected
here. Consider the recurrence relation (3.1) of the form

a, b>O.

(3.20)

This difference equation has solutions

(3.21 )

For::: ¢ (- 00, 0] the minimal solution is therefore

(3.22)

with the square root branch chosen so that
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From Pincherle's theorem we then have

19

1 (.:-a)(.:-b)/4

.:+J'ah- .:+~

2

(.: -a)(.: - b)/4

.:+~

(fi + fi)(fi +)hl

2.0 (fi+)h) J' -.u{.;

=; L/. (a-x)(h-xH.:-x)·
(3.23 )

Corresponding to the more general formula (3.16) we also have for
O~m~n,

Pm(.:) x~,mml(.:)(fi - fi)(fi - )h)

(.:-a)I+I(.:-b)"+1

where

I .. 0

=;.1 C/

(fi+)h)~ PIIl(x) PII(x) dx

(a - X)"+ I(h - X)"+ 1(=~
(3.24)

(3.25 )

is the polynomial solution (no longer monic) with initial values P _1= 0,
Pn = 1.

From the large =asymptotics of (3.24) and (3.25) we easily obtain the
orthogonality for m ~ n

~ .1.0 (fi+)h)Pm(X)PII(x)~dx=2-211+111 I· 6
( .)"+ '(h .)11+ I ( + ) m.ll·n ~ a-x -x

If we now introduce the rational functions

(3.26)

P 21l + I (X)

R 211 + I (x):=( )"(h )"+1'a-x -x
n~O,

(3.27)

then (3.24) (with m = nand.: = a) and (3.26) (with n 'i= 111) translate into
the rational orthogonality

(3.28)
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EXAMPLE 3.2 (2 F] Functions). A contiguous relation for a hyper
geometric function of type 2 F] in [8, (45), p. 104] tells us that the
recurrence relation

x" (z) = ( z - 2n'~:~~ ~ h) X" .] (z)

z( z - 1)( n - 1)(n +a-I - h )
(2n +a - I - h)( 2n + a _ 3 _ h) X" 2 (z) = 0

has solutions

(3.29)

II) _ ._(Z)" r(n+ 1) r(n+ I +a-h) . . ~
X" (~).- 2 r(n+a+I)r(n+(l+a_b)/2)2Fda,b,n+l+a,~),

(3.30)

and

X I21 z .=(Z-I)" r(n+ 1) T(n+ I +a-b)
,,(). 2 r(n+2-b)T(n+(I+a-h)/2)

X 2 F I ( 1- a, 1- h; n + 2 - h; I - z)

and a polynomial solution

(3.31 )

2-"(I-h)
X;,3)(z)=P,,(z;a,b):= I h ,; of, (-n,h-a-n;h-n;l-z).(( + a - )/ ),,-

(3.32)

The asymptotic behavior of X;,I I( z) and X~,21(z) as n -'> r:IJ can be easily
calculated and it yields

X;,I )(z)~ (z/2)"n la + h - 1)/2, Izi < 1, (3.33 )

X(21(~) ~ (=-1)" nla+h-])/2
11"'- 2 ' 1= - II < I. (3.34)

Thus the minimal solution of (3.29) is given by

atz < 1/2
?Ilz> 1/2.

(3.35 )
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Exploiting Pincherle's theorem we obtain

21

{

(1 +a-b)(1-z)h-l
7 _ a. 2F

j (a, h; I +a; Z), . /jfz < 1/2,
Rl/(_)- (l+a-b) _ (3.36)

- b-I z "2Fdl-a,l-b;2-b;l-z), f}fz>I/2,

where

R l/ (Z ) = [z - C j + K:~ 2 { z( z - 1)A" / (z - en)} ] - I,

c,,:= (n+a-l) , A
n

:= (n-l)(n+a-l-h)
(2n + a - b - I ) (2n + a - I - b)( 2/1 + a - 3 - b)

(3.37)

We now have an explicit example of an Rl/ type continued fraction
which converges, except possibly when .o/Iz = 1. To calculate the absolutely
continuous measure which is now supported on illz = 1we use [8, 2.9( 33),
p. 107],

(1 +a-b) ~ h-I . . ~
----(1--) 2FI(a, h, I +a, ,,)

a

(1 +a-b)
- (b-l) z- u

2Fdl-a,l-b;2-b;l-z)

_ u h _ I (1 + a - b) T( a) FO - b)
=Z (1-z) T(I +a-b)' (3.38)

Thus we have established

(1 +a-b) F(a) T(l-b) fl.i2+iX t-u(I_t)b-1
Rl/(z) = . dt,

2m F( I + a - b) li2· ixc Z - t
.o/Iz =1= 1/2,

(3.39)

with the correct O(1/z) asymptotics of the present section when
Jf(a-h»O which is [8, 2.1.4(17), p. 63]

(
a-b + I) -I

Rl/(z)~ a-b Z , f}f(a-b) >0. (3.40 )

This justifies the assumption (3.12) since we may rewrite the A,,'S in the
form

I I-(a-b?
An = 4" +4(n + (a -b - 3)/2))(n + (a - b -I )/2) (3.41)
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and a result in [30] yields

I ).0 X, a-h+ I
K - - ...0 ---'- ... - ---

'-1-1-1- - a-b'
."!.f(a - h) > O. (3.42)

We now derive a biorthogonality relation for certain rational functions
using the orthogonality relation (3.15 l with the special case k :( 11, :: = 0, of
the integral formula (3.16). We set

V,,(x; a.h):= V,,( I - x; -b, -a),v . h.- P,,(x; a, h)
,,(x,a, ).- (x-I)" '

g(x;a,b):=.c" 1(I_x)h '/2ni.

The orthogonality relation (3.15) now takes the form

(3.43 )

(3.44)

f'/2+k t-"'V,,(t; a, b)g(t; a, b) dt=O,
1,/2 i.f

O:(m<n. (3.45 )

Taking the complex conjugate of (3.45), replacing a by - band h by - d,
taking into account that i = I - t and using (3.16) (with ::k replaced by
Pk ( 1-::; -b, -a), k = n, and:: = 0) we see that

fl

/

2

+
if

V,,(t; a, h) V",(t; a, b) g(t; a, b) dt
1/1 "-- j':f_

r(l +a-b)n!(1 +a-bl" '
---------c----c-c;--------- 0
r(l + a) r(l - b) 22

"[ ( (a - h + I )/2)"r "'.'" (3.46)

provided that a, h i= 0, a i= - I, h i= I, .~(a - b) > O.
The biorthogonal rational functions in this example differ from the ones

considered by Askey in [2]. Both systems of rational functions are
biorthogonal with respect to a Cauchy beta integral weight function.

4. THE 44J, FUNCTIONS

In this section we provide two examples of biorthogonal rational func
tions which have explicit representation as 44J/S. The three term recurrence
relations and the continued fractions associated with these systems come
from contiguous relations for 44J3 and Sr/J7 functions. The 4r/J3 contiguous
relation is the same one used by Askey and Wilson [5] and that led to the
Askey-Wilson polynomials. The difference between our examples and the
Askey-Wilson polynomials is a reparametrization which converts the three
term recurrence to one of type R Il .
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The monic Askey-Wilson polynomials are defined by [5]

23

P,,(x; ex, Ii, y, 61q)

.= (ex{J, exy, ex6, exfJi'6/q; q )" r/J (q ", ex{J'/6q" -- " exu, ex./u I ) (4.1 )

. (2ex)"(exIJy6/q;qb, 4 3 ex{J,exy,ex6 q,q ,

where

x:= !(u + I/u).

The P,,'s satisfy the three term recurrence relation

P"(x)-(x-a,,_tlP,, dx)+A" 2B" 'PI/ 2(X)=0,

a" = ~ (ex + I/at ) - A" - B",

(1 - atjJ}'6q" - 1 )( 1- exjJq")( 1- at}'q")( 1 - at6ql/)
A" := 2at( 1 _xjJy6q2n ')( 1 _ exjJy6q2" ) ,

ex( 1- qn)( 1- fJyql/ 1)( 1- fJ6ql/ ')( 1- )'6qn , )

B" = 2( I _ exjJ)'6l/n- 2)( 1 _ atli)'6q2" ')

(4.21

(4.3)

In [13] the minimal solution to the recurrence relation (4.3) for 11 > 0
has been shown to be

Y~,mml(X) = fF,,(u.;,
lFIl ( I/u),

and the Fn's are the functions

lui> I,

lui < I,
(4.4)

F ( )'= (2u) --n(atfJ)'6q2n ',atqn+ I/U, jJql/+ l/U, )'ql/+ I/U, 6qn+ l/U; q) Y

1/ U. (q"+',qn+2/U2"xfJq", atJ'qn, at6q",fJyq",jJvq",)'6qll;q)y

( '

0 +J q q qq. I)X W l1n
+ IU_' q" - - - -'xjJw)q"--

S 7 I, "jJ" ,,' I .atu U ;.'U oU
(4.5)

From (4.4) one can calculate, using Pincherle's theorem, the Askey-Wilson
weight function

11'( x) .= ~_1_ . (u
2
, l/u

2
, exfJ,xy, exv, fJy, 1M, yJ, q; q 1_,_ (4.6 )

. . 2nJI - x 2 (xu, ex/u, liu, fJ/u, ;'U, ;'iu, Ju, (5iU, xfJ)'J; q) Y. '

normalized by

r w(x) dx= I,
- I

Ixl < I, IfJl < I, [y! < I, 161 < I.
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(4.7)

The system of biorthogonal rational functions recently given by AI-Salam
and Ismail [I] can be related to the above Askey-Wilson case through a
change in parameterization. This will give us our first explicit 4tP:J example
of an RlI-fraction.

EXAMPLE 4.1 (Biorthogonality on the unit circle). Let us use the new
parameters a, h, t I' t 2 and the variable z given by the replacements

tJ. = q-I/4t2 fi, p=q:J/4afi, y=hq l/4/fi,

J =q :J/4ti /fi, u =q -1/4fi.

Then after renormalization (4.3) becomes a recurrence relation of type R/l,
namely,

with

(
at2Q"(Q"-1)(1-abflf2Q" 2)(l-bt2Q"-I)(l-f/f2Q,,-2»)

) _ x(1-ahq")(1-at IQ,,-I)

',,+1- (4 jq (l-abtlt2q2n-:J)(1-abflf2q2n-2)2)

x(l-abtlt2q2,,-I)u'lu"+1

a,,+I=bf 1q"-:J/2, h"+1=q-"+1/2/(af2), C',,= -v"/U,,,

{ r(
abfl t, )( btl t,)

X I-q" I I +~q2" bq+t , +abt l+~

aht It? (t 1 q I)J}----q"(1 +q) b+-+-+- .
q q t 2 a

(4.9)

Note that, in order to calculate the middle coefficient in (4.8) and arrive at
values for e", U'I' and v"' it is very useful to use the form of the
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Askey-Wilson three term recurrence relation given in [5, (1.24), (1.27)].
This is true also for the next example.

The polynomials {P,,(z)} are now given by

P (z) = q"/4(at2zql/2, bt2, II t 2/q, abl l 12/q; q)"

" (21 2)"(abl l 12/q; qh" nz~ 1 Uk

(4.10)

From (4.4) with a renormalization factor z"/2/nz ~ -I Uk we obtain the
minimal solution to (4.8)

lzl> iql l
i
2

Izi < Iq1 1
i
2

,
(4.lll

with

(4.12)

and

(4.13)

With the above minimal solution, Eqs. (3.9) and (3.17) imply

2ulq-I/4(1-abtlt2/q)(I-ql/2z)
R/l(z)=. I'" I"

(l-b)(l-t l /q)(l-t 2zq--)(I-azq-)

(

1 q 1 ql/2Z q,1/2::. , )
x g W7 ::.ql/-;q'-'-'-b-,--;abt 1 t 2iq ,

12 a I I

for 1::.1 < Iq\I/2, (4.14)
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for 1.:1 > Iqll/2. (4.15 )

An application of Cauchy's theorem gives us the integral representation

f oc'( t)
R Il (.:) = , -~- dt,

Itl~lql'- _-t
(4.16)

with oc'(t) as 1./2ni times the difference of the boundary values of R Il(':) in
(4.11) as 1.:1 -. Iqll/2. The identity [9, (1II.37), p. 246] then gives oc'(t)
explicitly. The result is that oc'(t) is U,/t 1/2 times the Askey-Wilson weight
(4.6) but with the new parameterization given in (4.2) and (4.7), with .:
replaced by t. In order to isolate the symmetric terms in .oc' we chose to
write it in the form

(4.17 )

where f(t) is

(4.18 )

Note that f( t) is symmetric under the transformation

(4.19)

We now derive the biorthogonality relation of AI-Salam and Ismail [ I].
In the case under consideration our orthogonality relation (3.15) becomes

0, O~k <no

(4.20)

We follow the notation in [I] and define rational functions Y" and .1'" by



and
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(4.22)

There is a slight difference between the above definition of s" and the
definition of s" in [1]. due to complex conjugation. Now the relationship
between P" and r" is

(4.23 )

where the normalization constant c" is given by

C =(2t~q 14)"(abtlt~/q;qhl'n~~,Uk

" (h/~,/112iq,ahII12/'q;q)" .

We may now rewrite (4.20) as

. dl
I· r,,(t) sd 1. t) r(t) - = 0,

o III ~ I'll' ~ . I
k < /I. (4.24)

If we deform the contour in (4.23) to the unit circle III = I and combine
this new integral with its complex conjugate (for which i = lit) then per
form the replacements (a, h, I, ' t2, q) ---'> (/J, d, I~,f" (jl while taking into
account the symmetry off under the transformation (4.19) we obtain the
biorthogonality relation

k of. /I, /1, k ~ O.

(4.25)

The value of this last integral when n = k is deduced from a modification
of (3.16) with k =/1 and:: = bf,q"-12 < I. Namely,

J
' f"l", ( I it) P,,(t) :x'(t) dt

= IIHql12 [[17:d (t-a,)(f-b,)](::-t)'
(4.26)
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where PIli::) = P,,(x; b, a, 12 , I I)' We shift the above contour to III = 1 and
put:: = bl 1'1" 1/2. At this value of:: the x W7 in X~lmin 1(::) is summable using
[9, 111.23, p. 243]. After a lengthy calculation we arrive at

i'. dl
-2 J r" ( t) s" ( 1/t) I( t) - =

n It I ~ I I

(t I t2/q)"(q, abq, abt I 12'1" -I; 'I)"

(II t2/q; q),,(abt l t2; qb"
(4.27)

in agreement with [I].
The condition for the absence of the discrete spectrum and the validity

of the integrals on the contour 111=1'11 1
/
2 is lal, Ibl, III 1,112 1< 1. The

condition for shifting the contour to ItI= I is to have jal, Ibl < 1'11- 1
/
2

and 11 1 1,112 1< 1'11 1
/
2

. Thus our overall condition for deriving the
biorthogonality is lal, Ibl < I and 11,1, 112 1< 1'11 1

/
2

•

EXAMPLE 4.2 (Biorthogonality on the line). We next use a different set
of parameters 11,12, t" 14 and variable ::. We set

a=JI,t411/q, fJ= -qe~/JI1t4'

J=t 2q 2/~, u=-~,

y=qe ~/JI1t4'

Z = sinh (.
(4.28)

The explicit representation (4.1), after renormalization by ITZ ~ I Uk is now

where u" is given below in (4.33).
The three term recurrence relation (4.3), after renormalization is now of

type RJI and is

with

A _ t l t2q2"-1( 1- q")(l + t l t2q"-1)( 1+ q"+ l/t3t4 )( 1 - t l t2t3t4q"~4)

,,+1- (l+tI12q2"-2)(1+1112q2n-1)2(1+1112q2"-4)u"u"+1

(4.31 )

a,,+I=!(t2Q,,-2_ q2-"/12), h,,+I=!(tlq,,··I_q-,,-I/ld, (4.32)

- V,,+ 1+ (JI 1/t4+ Jt:fl:,)/2
Cn + I =_···· --, ,

U n + \



(4.33 )
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where Un and V n are given as

Un+ 1 = [(1-t , /2q2n 2)(q4+tlt2t,t4)+qn(1 +q) t 1t2(q-t,t4)]

qn - ,; 1ft
x IV 1,14

(1 + I J t2 q2n ')( I + I I 12q2n - I)

Vn+ 1 = -[(I-/ 1 12q2n-l)(l,t4 _ q2)+qn-'(1 +q)(t I 121,t4+q4)]

29

(4.34)

In the case under consideration the continued fraction is the R II frac
tion

(4.35 )

When the continued fraction converges it will converge to F(z), where

~ __~_ (1-q/4//,)(1 +/lt2/q2)
F(_) - j/,/t4 (qt4/t" -II t4/q, qe~/t" -qe-~/I" -12t4/q2; q)"

x W(qt 4/1,; q, _q2/tjt" t4e-~, -14e~, -q'/t21,; 11 t2/q2),

with

(4.36)

W (a; b, c, d, e,f; :(~{~:f) := (b, c, d, e,f; q)J 8 W7 (a; b, c, d, e,f; ::(i:f).
The singularities of (4.36) are at Z = Zn,

n =0,1, "',

given by the zeros of (qe~/I" -qe-~/t,;q)". The residues at these points
may be calculated explicitly because the contribution from W is in terms of
a very well-poised 6¢is, which is summable. After a straightforward but
rather lengthy calculation, we arrive at the Mittag-Leffier expansion

(4.37)
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U 1 Jt,t4 (t112
'
,t4q " qlllt" ' 2It" qI41',; q)y

(Ok =-q~ (_ I I 12/q,~1 I ' 4 Iq, -t2' 41(/, -(//I~; q) /

The resulting orthogonality (3.15) is now given by

O~m<n. (4.39)

We now derive a rational biorthogonality relation. Let us include the
factor

in the weight function to obtain the new weight function

(Ok
rk=--~

::k -U2

2t2UIJ~ (II ,2t,14 q-', ql,lt" qI 2It" q I 4It,; q) /

q'k((/+t2t,) (-1,1 2/q, ~1,t4Iq2, -1214 1(/, -(/It~;q)f

(-q2/11" , -(//1 2 1" -q2/1,14, -q2/1~;q)k 1 2k+2/2 k
X ....~~.... (+q /t 1 )((I('(1(4)'

(qt,lt" qt2/t" q I4/ t" q; q)k . - .

Note that this has k dependent terms which are now symmetric in t I and
(2' This symmetry together with (4.39) yields the biorthogonality relation

where

L R",(::d R,,(::d rk = 0,
k~O

m#n, (4.40)

R,,(::) = R,,(::; ' 1,'2 , (" t 4 )

_ A. (q--'" -t l ' 2q,,-2, -tlt,lq, -t l t4 /q I )
-4'1', ¢ -~ -, q,q,

-tIe, 'Ie ., t l t 2',t4q

R,,(::) = R,,(::; ' 2, t l , t" t4),

(4.41 )



and from (4.29) we have

P,,(z)
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(4.42)

F or the case m = 11 we use (3.16) with k = 11 and z" replaced by
PII (z; t 2, t I' t" t4) and z =a" + 2. This requires the evaluations

(4.43)

and from [9. (III.24)]

W ( II + 1I i l . " + 1 2 "t I t - ~ t ~ 'I"t t . t I / )I8 7 q 41 " q ,-q iI" 4e , - 4e , -q, 2 " 1 2 q {"~12qn-l

(q" + 2/4 /t" - II t4/q, q"/2/t" _q2" - I I I 12; q)x

(q211+ I t2 /t " -q"t i t4, qt4/t" -II 12q,,-2; q)x .

The final result, after another lengthy calculation, is

with

(4.44)

(4.45 )

k=O, 1, ... ,

Another biorthogonality relation can be obtained by interchanging t,
and 14 , which corresponds to taking U= -jt;jt;,. Both of these are special
cases of the biorthogonality relations derived in [18] (see (1.21), (3.14),
and (3.15) in [18]), with a = q/t, or a = q/14 . However, if in (4.28) we had

640~n·l
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used fJ = qe':;/~ and z = cosh~, then we would have arrived at a similar
biorthogonality with mass points at

k=O, I, ....

We do not know where this fits into the scheme of things other than to
suggest that, with discrete orthogonalities at this level, there are always two
families, one associated with z = sinh ~, and another with z = cosh ~.

5. BIORTHOGONALITY ON [ -I, I]

We present two final examples by yet another modification of the
Askey-Wilson recurrence relation. Here an Rll-type continued fraction is
used to obtain two q-beta integrals, one which is new and one which is in
[27]. However, the biorthogonalities obtained are not given by the
continued fraction methods of the previous examples. Instead we use the
"attachment" method explained in [6] which goes back to Andrews and
Askey and was used in [5, I].

In (4.3) we apply the parameter replacements

fJ -> fJ/u, }' -> fJu, (5.1 )

with z = (u + l/u)/2. The recurrence relation agam becomes an Ru-type
recurrence relation (4.30) but now with

(5.3 )

(5.4)

where Un and Vn are given by

U = I -fJ n-l(l + afJ2Jq2n-l )(q + aJ) - qn-l(l + q)(q + fJ2) aJ (5.5)
n+ I q (1 _ ocfJ2Jq2n - 2)(1 _ ocfJ2Jq2n) ,

n-l (l + afJ2Jq2n- l)(q + fJ2)_q"-l(1 + q) p(q + aJ)
vn+l=(a+b)q 2(1_ocp2Jq2n-2)I_ap2c5q2n) (5.6)

The new minimal solution of the recurrence relation is given by
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lui> I

lui < I,
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(5.7)

II

X 8 W7(q//+ I/U2; q//+ I, q/rxu, q/fJ, qu- 2/fJ, q/OU; rxfJ20q//-I) f1 Uk'
k~ -I

(5.8)

An application of Pincherle's theorem now yields the Stieltjes transform

II f(x) dx 2 (1- q/u2)(1 - ocp2o/q)

-I z-x =~ (l-rx/u)(l-fJ/u2)(I-fJ)(I-Oju)

x 8 W7 (q/U 2; q, q/ocu, q/fJ, q/fJu\ q/OU;ocfJ20/q ), (5.9)

with z = ~ (u + I/u), lui> I, and

The integral (5.9) seems to be new.
The large z asymptotics of the transform formula (5.9) produces the

following result

I 5" 1- ':x.p2J/q
-2 f( cos 0) sin () dO = fJ I 2 ¢J Jl q, q/fJ; qfJ; q, IXp2J/q),

n 0 1-
(5.11 )

valid for max{ loci, IfJl, IJI, /ap2J/ql} < 1.
We next explain where (5.11) comes from in the theory of orthogonal

polynomials. Recall that the continuous q-ultraspherical polynomials
{C//(x; fJlq)} have the generating function

f. • // (fJteill,fJte-jO;q)xI C//(cos 0, fJ Iq) t = I] _II ..~ (5.12)
// = 0 (te' ,te '; q)ye

and satisfy the orthogonality relation

I J" (e
2iO

e-
2iII

· q)
-2 C",(cos 0; fJ I q) CII(cos 0; fJ I q) fJ 00' fJ -;0 x .' dO

n 0 (ed, e "';q)J

= (fJ, qfJ; q)J (fJ2; q)//(l- fJ) J
(q,p2;q):.«q;q)I(I-fJq") m.//

(5.13 )
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[3,9]. It is easy to see that (5.12) and (5.13) show that the left-hand side
of (5.11) is

f. :x "6'" " (e 2ili e - 2ili. q)
= L: -- f C",(cosO;/Jlq)C,,(cosO;fJlq)fJ OD'fJ _o'li

f

.. dO
"'. " ~ () 2n () ( e- I

, e _I; q) f

Now the Heine transformation [9, (III.3) ] reduces the extreme right-hand
side above to the right-hand side of (5.11 ).

EXAMPLE 5.1 (Chebyshev rational functions). The relationship (5.11)
gives an integral representation for a basic hypergeometric function of the
type A) I' In this generality the integral representation (5.11) does not seem
to lead to orthogonal or biorthogonal functions. The special case fJ = q
degenerates into the elementary integral result (1.3). To find rational func
tions biorthogonal with respect to the integrand in (1.3) we now use the
attachment method.

Consider functions of the type

where al/.k are to be determined. Set

2 ," . (6eil/, 6e- ili
; q)j

1"./=- J g,,(cos{);rx, o) J ifl • -iii.
n () (q e ,q6e , q)j

sin 2 Ode
x (1 _ 2:x cos f) + Gt 2 )( I - 26 cos () + 62 ) .

Thus

(5.14)

(5.15)

" (q-"; qh 1
U".k I "k+j(q; qh - Gtuq
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Recall that the q-analogue of the Pfaff-Saalschutz theorem [9, IU2)] is

A. (q-",a,b I )_(c/a,c//J;q)"
~'f" b l - q,q- -b ., - c,a q "/c (c,cia ;q)"

(5.16 )

We would like to choose a". k to make I",! vanish for 0 ~j < 11. In view of
(5.16) we let a".k=qk(abq";qh/(!Xb;q)k and we obtain

1= (q''',q-!;q)"
"./ (I - !X6ql l( !Xi5, q ,,- i/!Xi5; q Ill'

It is now clear that I".J = 0 if 0 ~j < n. After some simplification we find

I [( "')" "1",'lli2( . )2!( ",.) ] "
II. j = - -!Xu q q, q "i !Xu, q 2" + I Uj. " .

Thus the gIl's of (5.14) are given by

(
q - ", !Xb.q'" OCC

ill
, _!XC-ill I )

g,,(cos O;oc, 6) = 44>, '/1 '/1 q, q
ocJ, qxc l

, q!Xc- 1

and satisfy the orthogonality relation

2. 1 •• • ..' j I - x 2 dx-; j I gm (.\,i5,X)g,,(·\,!X,(j)(l_2ocx+oc i )(I_2i5x+i52 )

(oc6)"(q, q; (j)" .

(oci5, !X6; q)" ( 1 - OCbq2") (j m. II'

(5.17 )

(5.18 )

We find the biorthogonality relation (5.181 very surprising since the 4¢i,
function in (5.17) is not balanced. Recall that a basic hypergeometric func
tion (1.9) is balanced if r=s+ I and qa\a2'" a'+1 =b l b 2 .. · b,. Only
balanced 44>/S with argument q satisfy three term recurrence relations. This
concludes this example.

It is worth noting that the special case q = 0 of the Askey-Wilson poly
nomials gives rise to polynomials orthogonal with respect to the weight
function [5]

( I - 2ax + a 2
)( I - 2bx + h 2

)( I - 2ex + ( 2
)( I - 2dx + d 2) ,

The polynomials are linear combinations of Chebyshev polynomials. The
rational functions biorthogonal with respect to the above weight function
are still under investigation.

In the previous examples of pairs of biorthogonal functions the second
family was obtained from the first by symmetry and permutation of
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parameters. In the next example the members of the pair of biorthogonal
rational functions are not related in this manner.

EXAMPLE 5.2 (A nonsymmetric case). Following previous examples we
now consider the q-beta integral obtained by absorbing the factor x - 02

into the weight function. This means evaluating (5.9) at Z =02' that is
u = 1/:xfJ, and this means evaluating (5.9) at Z = 02' that is u = l/rxfJ, and
this is exactly the case that makes the right-hand side of (5.9) summable.
This gives the result

1

1 - rx2fJ'
max{ [rxl, IfJl, lol} < 1. (5.19)

After we showed an earlier version of this paper to Mizan Rahman he
pointed out that this q-beta integral is not new. It was obtained previously
by him in his interesting work [27] using a different method. It may be of
interest to mention here that (5.19) is also the special case }'=qfJ of

(5.20)

for max{lrxl, IfJl, Iyl, lol} < 1, which will appear elsewhere. In view of(5.12)
and (5.13) Eq. (5.20) is equivalent to the evaluation of the connection coef
ficients for the continuous q-ultraspherical polynomials. Rogers solved this
connection coefficient problem in 1893; see [3].

One can use the attachment method of the previous example to derive
a system biorthogonal with respect to the integrand in (5.19). Rahman also
has done this in [27]. For completeness we repeat the calculation here.

The q-beta integral we are working with is

where

II fJ -,) d (fJ, qfJ, (/·PO; q)x
w( x; rx, ,u x = 1 2fJ ~ fJ2 . '.'

-I ( -rx )(rxu, ,q,q)x
(5.21 )
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Using the q-analogue of the PfafT-Saalschiitz theorem (5.16), we put

and find

f
ir . (oce ill oce- ili . q)

w( cos 0; iX, /1, J) t/J" (cos 0; iX, fJ, J) fJ 0' fJ ~II j sin () dO,
o (qoc e' ,qoc e '; q)j

(fJ, qfJ, xfJ2q"J; q) y (fJ2, q; q)" J
(1 -oc2fJq2")(ocoq", fJ2, q; q)yc (ocfJ2oq", ql -"/iXt>; q)" J.'"

Let

and

j~n.

(5.24)

(5.25 )

" (q-" oce ili oce- ill
. q)

¢i,,(cos 0; iX, fJ' J):= L pill ' fJ _:11. J) qJb".j' (5.26)
j=o(q,qxe,qrxe ,qj

Thus we have proved that the rational functions {¢i,,) and {t/J,,} satisfy the
biorthogonality relation

.1

J ¢im(x; oc, fJ, 15) t/J,,(x; oc, fJ, 15) w(x; x, fJ, 15) dx
-1

(fJ, qfJ, ocfJ
2
Jq"; q) y (p2, q; q )" ( J)" b J

( ~ fJ') (1 - oc2fJq") - rx "." m,'"rxO, ~,q; q y,

In ~ /l.

(5.27)

We now select b",j in order to have full biorthogonality, that is to make
(5.27) hold for all In and n. In order to do so we need to compute the
integrals J ", k,

f
TC (t5eili,t5e-iII;q)k .

J"k:= ¢i,,(cosO;oc,fJ,O)fJ' IIfJ~ _II w(cos 0; rx,fJ,t5) smOdO
'0 ({je', ue ';q)k
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for k ~ n. Substituting for rP" from (5.26) and using the q-beta integral
(5.21) we get

J _ (/J, qp, a.fPoq\ q)'l ~ (q-",a.oqk; q)j qJb".j

".k - (/J2, a.Ol/; q)'l j::o q, a.p20l/; q)j I _X2pq2i'

In order to apply (5.16) we must choose b".j as

b = (I - X2pq2i )(Xpoq" -I; q);.

".J (I -X2/3)(1X6; q)/ '

hence

J = (/J, qfJ, a.fJ2oq\ q)'l (q -\ l/ -"lp2; q)"
".k (/32, Xoqk; q)'l ((XO, ql-k-"/lXp2J; q)J'

Thus (5.26) becomes

(5.28)

. _ (q -II, x/320q" - I, (xCiII, IXC ill, q(X.j1J, - q(X .j1J I )
rP,,(cosO,(X,fJ,0)-6¢5 ~ {J ill () --ill 1D/3 IDp q,q .

Xu, qx c ,q(Xpc ,IX V p, -IX V p

(5.29)

This establishes the biorthogonality relation

.1

J rP",(x;x, {J, 0) if;,,(x; IX, p, 0) w(x; IX, p, 0) dx
- I

(P, qp, IXp20q"; q) 1. (P2, q; q),,( 1- x2fJOq2" -I )(IXO)"°
(1 - a.2P)((Xo, {J2, q; q) 'l (I -x2fJoq" - I )(IXO; q)1l //1.1"

(5.30)

valid for I(XI, IPI, 101 < I.
Special cases of the if;,,'s have appeared in the literature as special cases

of the Askey-Wilson polynomials. The case p= 0 gives the AI-Salam
Chihara polynomials [4, 5], as can be seen by comparing (5.26) and (5.29)
with (4.1). The case IX= 6 = 0 of (5.21), (5.22), (5.26), and (5.29) gives the
q-ultraspherical polynomials of Rogers [3, 5] but the justification is not as
straightforward. It can be justified, however, by using the generating
function [19]

Y. (ac ad' a) (q-" abcdq,,-I aeill ae- ill I )L ' , 1 " (tja)" 41>3' " q, q
o (q, cd; q)" ab, ae, ad

_ (aeill,beilll ) (ee-
iII

, (Ie-ill I .)
-2rPl b q,q 2rPI d q,q .

a c
(5.31 )
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In a private communication. Askey mentioned that he can let :x -+ 0
in (4.1) and can show directly that lim~_o:x-"P,,(x;:x,fJ,}',blq)exists
and find its value. We do not know how to compute the limit
lim~_o:X -n¢i" (x; :x, p, Jlq) directly but we suspect that Askey's direct argu
ment may work here. In [27] Rahman made the transition to the :x = i5 = 0
case by using a ,¢i2 representation for the q-ultraspherical polynomials,
writing ¢i" as a combination of 4¢i,'s, applying Sear's transformation for
4¢i1'S to the 1jJ" and the 4¢i,'s in ¢in' and then taking the limit :x, i5 -+ O.
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